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And it's all haikus (the worst), but only one form of them. And all of them are about how sad yet beautiful love
is. Because feelings, yo. Feelings. And all of them are about how sad yet beautiful love is.
Here starts the journey Every day for the past six years, Tyler Knott Gregson has written a simple haiku about
love, and posted it online. These heartfelt poems have attracted a large and loyal following around the world.
These Daily Haiku on Love have become the most popular feature among his loyal fan base – liked and shared
widely on Tumblr and lnstagram, and even tattooed on readers’ arms in Tyler’s handwriting. The highly
anticipated follow-up to Chasers of the Light, To Write All You Are collects these love haiku, some previously
unpublished, accompanied by his signature photographs, which are both timeless and of the moment.
All the Words are Yours: Haiku on Love. Review: This collection of Haiku on Love are like mini love letters, or
simply mini love reminders to your significant other. Love, in and of itself is a beautiful thing to write about and
there is nothing more valuable than Love. Each haiku reminded me of the relationship I have with my fiancee.
Some of the haiku made me cry, others made me smile but I finished the book feeling so lucky in Love.
Get this from a library! All the words are yours : haiku on love. [Tyler Knott Gregson] -- Presents a collection
of the author's daily love haikus, paired with his own photographs.
Ever since I was little, I loved reading poetry. It was soothing, a wonderfully needed remedy to help heal all the
insides that needed magic fixing.
All the Words are Yours: Haiku on Love, my second book, will be a collection of some of your favorites, some
of my favorites, and some brand new, never-before-seen haiku, presented in some really rad ways, and I am so
excited to finally be bringing a book of haiku to all of you who have wanted one for so long.
Description of the book "All the Words Are Yours: Haiku on Love": Here starts the journey Every day for the
past six years, Tyler Knott Gregson has written a simple haiku about love, and posted it online.
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